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United States Senate

MEMORANDUM

Nov 17 -
Cities being considered for Reorganization: Seattle, Minneapoils, Portland, Los Angeles, Honolulu, New York City.
MEMORANDUM

The decision, cultural arts, and poetry
resume capital grants.

This effective only when
federal funds made available
at.

Take effect, become effective
only when federal funds
come into the appropriate
federal agency.

United States Senate

MEMORANDUM

This by agency of federal,

Primarily to create
division of cultural arts.
United States Senate

MEMORANDUM

[Handwritten text]

Check what exactly is available this current year.

25
each is order for 50

United States Senate

MEMORANDUM

11/5/65

Senator:

Claire told me you wanted 2 copies each of the Arts hearings from the 88th and 89th Congresses, plus two copies of the diagram.

All copies of the 89th's hearings are on the way to you at Newport. (We only have two copies left in the office.) We have no copies of the 88th's hearings, and Liv says there are none available.

I'm attaching two copies of the Report with the diagram, including additions given me by Livie.
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